
TEASING VS BULLYING  
 

TEASING 

 

Teasing is a fun thing that you do with your friends-with people that you care about. Both give and take equally. 

• Allows the teaser and the person teased to swap roles with ease. 

• Is innocent in motive. Isn’t intended to hurt the other person. 

• Maintains the basic dignity of everyone involved. 

• Pokes fun in lighthearted, clever and harmless ways.  

• Is meant to get both parties to laugh. 

• Is only a small part of the activities shared by kids who have something in common. 

• Is stopped when the person teased becomes upset, or objects to the teasing (asks the other person to stop directly or indirectly).  

 

BULLYING 

Bullying is defined as an aggressive behavior done with the intent to control or harm, involves a real or perceived imbalance of power, 

and is done repetitively. It is not considered bullying if two students of equal power joke around or fight. Bullying can be direct or 

indirect.  It can take many forms including: 

• Physical (hitting, kicking, biting, throwing things, etc,) 

• Verbal (name calling, teasing, taunting, insulting, etc.) 

• Relational (gossip, exclusion or leaving people out, telling people to not be your friends, not letting you play, etc.)  

• Cyber bullying (mean text-messaging or internet activity) 

 

If a Bully Says or Does Something to You… 

• Ignore the bully. If you can, try your best to ignore the bully's threats. Pretend you don't hear them and walk away quickly to a 

place of safety. Bullies want a big reaction to their teasing and meanness. Acting as if you don't notice and don't care is like 

giving no reaction at all, and this just might stop a bully's behavior. 

• Stand up for yourself. Pretend to feel really brave and confident. Tell the bully "No! Stop it!" in a loud voice. Then walk away, 

or run if you have to. Kids also can stand up for each other by telling a bully to stop teasing or scaring someone else, and then 

walk away together. If a bully wants you to do something that you don't want to do — say "no!" and walk away. If you do what a 

bully says to do, they will likely keep bullying you. Bullies tend to bully kids who don't stick up for themselves. 

• Don't bully back. Don't hit, kick, or push back to deal with someone bullying you or your friends. Fighting back just satisfies a 

bully and it's dangerous, too, because someone could get hurt. You're also likely to get in trouble. It's best to stay with others, 

stay safe, and get help from an adult. 

• Don't show your feelings. Plan ahead. How can you stop yourself from getting angry or showing you're upset? Try distracting 

yourself (counting backwards from 100, spelling the word 'turtle' backwards, etc.) to keep your mind occupied until you are out 

of the situation and somewhere safe where you can show your feelings. 

• Tell an adult. If you are being bullied, it's very important to tell an adult. Find someone you trust and go and tell them what is 

happening to you. Teachers, principals, parents, and social workers at school can all help to stop bullying. Sometimes bullies 

stop as soon as a teacher finds out because they're afraid that they will be punished by parents. This is not tattling on someone 

who has done something small — bullying is wrong and it helps if everyone who gets bullied or sees someone being bullied 

speaks up. 

Parents, if your child reports bullying to you or you are concerned that your child is being bullied, you should contact your child’s 

teacher, principals or social workers. Or ask your child to speak up for themselves and let an adult know at school they feel like they are 

being bullied.  


